Arts and Culture

Working Group Recommendations*
Incorporate arts spaces and arts
& cultural programming within
NYCHA developments and
strengthen connections with the
broader neighborhood

NEVINS ST

WARREN ST

HOYT ST

Access to a local community
center (including a re-opened
Gowanus Houses Community
Center) for all NYCHA
residents

Incorporate local art, historic
interpretation , and arts and
cultural programming into
publicly-owned spaces

Continue and expand
Participatory Budgeting expense
funding in order to support arts
and cultural projects, many of
which do not qualify for capital
funding

Explore how land use changes can support
property owners who seek to preserve existing
arts & cultural spaces and/or create new arts
& cultural spaces in their developments
On private property outside of the
canal’s edge , explore mechanisms
to create publicly-accessible space
that can support informal gatherings
throughout the neighborhood

CARROLL ST

Streamline the DYCD and
DCLA funding processes
Explore zoning incentives and
requirements to support the creation
of space for arts and cultural uses
in new development
3RD ST

Publicly-accessible open space
along the canal to encourage
formal arts and cultural
programming and informal

Explore opportunities for new
housing to support artists and
arts & culture

SOUTH WEST BROOKLYN IBZ

Explore ways to maximize the
locations where zoning permits
different types of arts and
cultural uses to locate

Explore funding opportunities
to assist artists in Gowanus
purchase property
9TH ST
Evaluate the feasibility of
incorporating artist studios and/
or community space into existing
or planned City facilities
Make connections between arts & cultural
organizations that need space and
property owners who seek to support arts &
cultural uses. Consider a local stewardship
model to provide oversight of these uses.
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refer to the Working Group Recommendations Handout (see nyc.gov/gowanus) for the full list of recommendations
* Please
that are mutually supported, as well as recommendations that require further consideration and information.

